Asha Zurich monthly meeting
Date: 14th May 2008
Venue: ETH Zentrum
Attended by: Deepa, Sujit, Agomoni, Indranil, kirti, Ishan, Priyanka Chahar, Ashwini,
Pramod, Chidu, Shyam, Mahua (on skype).
All members filing nominations for next years committee please make sure that some one
seconds your nomination. Send all mails to Indranil.
Deepa is taking up the project coordination of Akshwardeep, she will talk to Baiju.
Ashwini is ready to continue as the coordinator for Dhule even though she might be
leaving Zurich this December.
Agomoni will bring Ma update in GBM for approval of 2nd instalment.
We discussed about the possibility of organizing cultural programs at the Riedberg
museum. They might rent the hall to Asha for a reduced price and will also take care of
the ticket sale. The museum can contact large number of Swiss people who might be
interested in Indian cultural events. Chidu and agomoni will find a core group of people
interested in performing. Initially we won’t consider this as an event for profit.
Kirti described the problem with the food inspector at the Weltmarkt, we might need to
book a geminde kitchen for cooking. She will look for geminde kitchens around Oerlikon
and Chidu talk to the one at Bucheg platz. Natalie has to translate the rule set for
weltmarkt stalls. Agomoni will organise the presentation of food items for future stalls.
We will probably go for a bigger stall for the next event. Natalie please check from the
rules whether this is possible.
Ashwini presented the Dhule project update. Shyam will transfer the next instalment as
soon as possible. Ashwini suggested that we keep a template for the financial aspect of
the projects that all project coordinators can fill up. This will also help other members to
easily browse through the financial details before approving new instalments/budgets.
Pramod started keeping a google spread sheet. We will all look into that.

